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Treble Clef =
used to indicate
high pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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Treble Clef =
used to indicate
high pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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Or

Or

Treble Clef =
used to indicate
high pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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Treble Clef =
used to indicate
high pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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Bass Clef =
used to indicate
low pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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0

0

2

0

12

1

23
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Treble Clef =
used to indicate
high pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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1
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2
(2 3)
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2
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0
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Treble Clef =
used to indicate
high pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

1: all the way in
2: a little bit out
3: a little before the bell
4: a little past the bell
5: a little further than 4th position
6: almost all the way out
7: all the way out
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1

2

1

4

3

5

4

Bass Clef =
used to indicate
low pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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0

2

0

12

1
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Bass Clef =
used to indicate
low pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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0

2

0

12

1

23
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Bass Clef =
used to indicate
low pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music
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wants you to play!

Treble Clef =
used to indicate
high pitches

Tempo Marking = the speed of the music,
indicated in beats per minute (BPM)

Key Signature =
indicates which notes
will be altered with
sharps, flats, and
naturals

Staff Set up
Rehearsal Mark =
Convenient places to start

Bar Line = The vertical lines used to
divide the music into measures

Time Signature (Meter)
= Top number is beats per
measure, bottom number
indicates which type of
note receives the beat

Measure = All of the notes and
rests that occur between bar lines,
each measure will have the same
number of beats

Double Bar Line = Used
to start a new section of the
music or a change in key

Final Bar Line = The
end of the music

Music Staff = Five parallel
and horizontal lines where
notes are placed to indicate
their pitch

Music Terms

Other Time Signatures
Dynamics
Tempo Changes
- common time - a
ppp - pianississimo - very very soft
A Tempo - resume the previous tempo
symbol
that represent 4/4
Accelerando (accel.) - speed up
pp - pianissimo - very soft
time
Allargando - growing broader
p - piano - soft
- alla breve/cut time Meno mosso - a little slower
mp - mezzo piano - medium soft
a symbol used to
Più mosso - a little faster
mf - mezzo forte - medium loud
represent 2/2 time where
Rallentando (rall.) - gradual slowing down
f - forte - loud
the half note receives the
Ritardando (rit.) - slowing down gradually
ff - fortissimo - very loud
beat
Rubato - tempo changes for expressive
fff
fortississimo
very
very
loud
purposes
fp - fortepiano - start loud, and then instant soft
Tempo primo - resume the original tempo
sfz - sforzando - forced accent
Articulations
< - crescendo (cresc.) - get louder
Accent (>) - harder attack
Fermata (
) - sustain the note until cut off > - decrescendo (decresc.) - get softer
diminuendo (dim.) - diminishing volume
Accidentals
Marcato ( ) - harder and shorter attack
Other Terms
Slur (
) - connect all notes within the slur mark
# - sharp - raise the pitch by a half step
Con moto - with motion Breath mark ( ’ ) - take a breath
Stacatto ( . ) - short
b - flat - lower the pitch by a half step
Molto - very
Tenuto ( _ ) - play note for full value
Caesura (
) - a complete cutoff
- natural - cancel a previous accidental
Tie (.
) - combine all tied note values as one Poco - a little
Subito (sub.) - suddenly
longer note
Repeat everything
Repeat everything before the sign
between the repeat signs

Tempo
Grave - very slow (25-45 bpm)
Largo - slow and broad (40-60 bpm)
Lento - slow (45-60 bpm)
Adagio - expressive and slow (66-76 bpm)
Adagietto - faster than adagio (72-76 bpm)
Andante - walking pace (76-108 bpm)
Andantino - faster than andante (80-108 bpm)
Moderato - moderate speed (108-120 bpm)
Allegretto - moderately fast (112-120 bpm)
Allegro - fast and bright (120-156 bpm)
Vivace - fast and lively (156-176)
Presto - very fast (168-200 bpm)
Prestissimo - faster than presto (200+ bpm)

Repeat Signs

2.

1.

3.

Simile Mark = Repeat
the previous measure
Take the first ending the first time

4.
5.
6.

7.

Skip the first ending and jump
straight to the second ending

Play to D.C. al Fine, then jump to the
beginning and play until Fine
Play to D.S. al Fine, then jump to the
sign and play until Fine
Play to D.C. al Coda, then jump to the
beginning and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

Play to D.S. al Coda, then jump to the
sign and play until To Coda, then
jump to the Coda at end of the music

